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This reconnaissance is the first ecological study of the deep 
scattering layers (DSL) in the eastern tropical Pacific. It was made 
during two three month cruises of the R/V TE VEGA, one of which was 
predominantly in ~he Gulf of California. The reconnaissance is based 
on over 100 fathometer echograms and 100 trawls which fished for a 
period of one hour with an opening and closing Tucker midwater trawl. 
Echograms of two fathometer frequencies (30 Kc and 11 Kc) indicated that 
two latitudinal scattering zones may exist. Temperature, oxygen, light 
intensity, faunal composition, and swimbladder morphology were investi-
gated with relation to the DSL. The oxyclines associated with the 
eastern Pacific oxygen minimum zone seemed to have little effect on the 
DSL. Possible further evidence for the migration of DSL organisms for 
feeding purposes was apparent as the maximum night surface scattering 
was observed at the depth of maximum Chlorophyll~ or phytoplankton. 
Frequency comparisons indicated a possible gradient of the size of 
organisms in the DSL with smaller organisms toward the top of the layer. 
A twenty-four hour continuous observation of an equatorial Pacific DSL 
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Since their discovery in the early 1940's the deep scattering 
layers (DSL) and their diurnal migrations have been studied throughout 
the world. The present era of the deep submersible (Barham, 1966), 
scattering coefficient studies (Anderson, 1967) and more reliable trawling 
techniques (Davies and Barham, unpublished manuscript) has provided new 
tools in the study of the ecology of the DSL. A pattern of the broad 
aspects of the DSL is emerging, but its composition and complete predict-
ability have not yet been firmly established. 
Organisms suspected of causing the DSL migrate through the upper 1000 
meters of the ocean, an area which contains the largest gradients of light, 
temperature, oxygen, and greatest number of organisms in the marine realm. 
The DSL involves very complex and important problems of deep-sea ecology. 
The DSL is particularly important in the solution of biologic energy budg-
ets in marine ecology and reverberation levels in the study of ocean acous-
tics. 
The eastern tropical Pacific and the Gulf of California provide an 
excellent ecosystem for scattering layer studies since an oxygen minimum 
zone exists, cloud cover is minimal, a rich and diverse faunal development 
occurs in areas of upwelling, and calm seas usually prevail. Since the 
Gulf is the only major evaporation basin in the Pacific, many parameters 
such as temperature and salinity are accentuated. This is particularly 
apparent in the northern part, and above the thermocline in the southern 
part of the Gulf. A continental effect provides interesting data for com-
parison of the Gulf with other Pacific scattering models such as Monterey 
Bay, California (Barham, 1957) and Saanich Inlet, British Columbia (Bary, 
1962, 1966). 
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Recently the circulation and water maSS structure of the eastern 
tropical Pactfic has been studied by numerous investigators (Wyrtki, 
1967) • 
The position and movements of th.e scatt.ering layers appeal" to be 
mainly functions of l~ght intensity (Kampa and Boden,1954; Clarke and 
Backus, 1965) and of the frequency of the investigating sound source 
(Hersey, Backus and Hellwig, 1962; Anderson, 1967). Other less well de-
fined parameters inc~ude temperature (Mo.ore, 1958; 'Hersey and Backus, 
1962), oxygen (Bary, 1966) , trophic relationships (Tucker, 1951), and 
species composition (Barham, 1957). The suspected scattering organisms 
are: bathype1agic fishes (Marshall, 1951; Tucker, 1951; Hersey and Backus, 
1954; Andreeva, 1964), euphoau.siids (Boden,1950; Moore, 1950), squid (Lyman, 
1948), shrimps (Barham, 1957), heteropods (Blackburn, 1956), and certain 
siphonophores (Barham, 1963). 
Andreeva (1965) suggests that many statistical. gaps in the study of 
the DSL can be filled by wide geographical investigations using differ-
ent frequencies with similar standard trawling procedures. This investi-
gat ion provides infomation for an equatorial area that has been almost 
, . 
totally neg~ected with regardtc;> DSL studies (Dietz, 1948). However, some. 
studies have been made otf of Baja California on the edge of the Equator-
ial water mass (Barham, 1966), 
The objective of this investigation, conducted during Cruises 16 ,and 
17 of the R/V TE VEGA, was to ~rovide a reconnaissance of the DSL in the 
eastern tropical Pacific including the Gu1f.of California. These cruises 
include the periods, September 22 ~ November 14, 1967 and January 3 -
February 15, 1968. The parameters previously mentioned have been examined 
in the geographical are.;i of Figure 1. Fishes larger than 10 em and 
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FIGURE I. Geographical Distribution of Deep Scattering Layer 
" Observations and Data 
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plankton less than about 5 mn'I were not considered il\ this st1,ldy although 
they may be of importance in describing ,the behavior of the DSL. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A 30 Kc Simrad Sonar Model 540-4 (Simonsen Radio A.S., Oslo) pro-
vided the majority of DSL sound profiles. This sonar was used in the 
fathometer mode with a predominate pulse length of 11 msec. High gain 
dial settings of 8-lO (of a maximum'reading of 10) prov;i.ded deep layer 
bands. Low to medium gain dial settings (1-7) allowed discrimination of 
multiple layers and provided mean layer depths. Gain control is an art 
in that improper gain control can mask and distort layer widths. This 
instrument is limited for use in the upper 1500 m. An 11 Kc Simrad Fatho-
meter Model 513-1 provided cOmparative information, but unfortunately WaS 
only operable during the second cruise. TE VEGA'S engines were secured 
for most observations since they masked much of the fathometer informa-
tion. 
A review of the literature pr,ovides the basic weakness of current 
trawl studies of the DSL. It appears that few highly controlled studies 
of the efficiency and dependability of the large mesh mid-water sampling 
nets have been made (Andreeva, 1965). This investigation relies on a 
previous Catching efficiency study of a similar Tucker trawl (Barham, 
1957). Another recent study has proposed that trawls such as the Issac -
Kidd trawl are not reliable with regards to effective DSL sampling (Aaron 
et aI, 1967). However, the Issac - Kidd trawl study of the DSL used mini-
mal sampling times. Patchiness must be always considered in any trawling 
study. 
A modified Tucker net (Tucker, 1951) was used with a special opening 
and closing device constructed by the Naval Undersea Warfare Center 
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(Davies and Barham, unpublished manuscript). Two depressors were used, one 
on each end of the bottom frame bar to increase the diving and stabiliza-
tion efficiency of the trawl (see Figure 2). The net sampled only the 
macroplankton and micronekton since it had a one-quarter inch mesh at the 
cod end. Total biomass displacement volumes were made using all inverte-
brates less than about three cm in length. Dominance by volume was es-
tablished by measuring the wet volumes of the component organisms. All 
fishes and larger invertebrates were counted and standard length measure-
ments made. 
t'Dominant" in this study means that: (1) for small invertebrates, 
the particular organism had the greatest component of biomass displace-
ment volume fora particular trawl, or (2) for large invertebrates, the 
organism was the most numerous large invertebrate, or (3) for fishes, the 
fish was the most numerous fish in the trawl. "Subdominant" means that 
the organism was present with the second greatest component volume or the 
second most numerous depending whether it was a small or large inverte-
brate or a fish. IIPresent ii means that the organism was not dominant or 
sub dominant but was present in the catch. 
Bathypelagic fishes were identified by R. H. Loomis and B. H. Robison, 
members of the TE VEGA Cruise 16, and by S. Peterson and M. Anctil, members 
of the TE VEGA Cruise 17. Decapods of TE VEGA Cruise 17 were identified 
by L. Barr, a member of that cruise. 
Wire angle indications were marginal for accurate continuous depth 
control. This problem had been anticipated and an attempt was made on 
the first cruise to continuously monitor the net's position by placing a 
Hydro Products Model 3-1045c 11 Kc Pinger on the trawl. The active sonar 
transducer was trained aft but the engine noise in the baffle area appeared 
9 
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PIGURE 2. Modified Tucker 
Trawl used for sampling 
DSL organisms. (After Robison, 
unpublished TeVega Cruise 16 
manuscript) 
to mask any possible signal. Other problems such as correct frequency 
matching are inherent in this method. It appears that an instantaneous 
telemetering system is needed for precise DSL studies. 
A continuous depth-time recorder attached to the trawl provided the 
actual trawl-depth range. The depth di.stribution of Tucker trawls is 
shown in Figure 3. Each trawl used as much as three hours of ship time 
and the net was fishing open for one hour at a selected depth. The net 
was towed at two knots and thus, patchiness would not seem to signifi-
cantly alter the results except when trawling in the early morning or 
late afternoon during the diurnal migrations of organisms. Trawl times 
were scheduled during non-migration periods. On Cruise 17, trawl data 
was corrected to a standard two nautical-mile tow when ship speed varied 
from two knots. This was possible by tOWing a speed log astern. At-
tempts to measure net flow rates were unsuccessful. Displacement volumes 
and counts of larger organisms must be interpreted with the considera-
tion that occasionally different amounts of water may have been filtered 
due to subsurface currents. 
Standard hydrocasts to at least 1000m and bathythennograph stations 
were made, A separate series of euphotic zone hydrocasts were made on 
Cruise 16 in the upper 100 m for Chlorophy11J! analysis using a Turner 
Fluorometer, Model 111 (Yentsch and Menzel, 1963; Lorenzen, 1965). 
Oxygen detenninations were made using the Winkler technique. Light 
intensities were recorded continuously by a pyrheliometer and light pene-
tration was measured with a photometer. 
Swimbladder morphology of several midwater fish was investigated. 
Measurements of major and minor axises were taken with a caliper. Calcu-
lation of swimbladder volumes were based on the equation for the volume 
11 
Figure 3. Depth distribution Q~ ~ucker trawls on a 
latitudinal transect TeVega 
X - Cruise 16 
TeVega 
® - Cruise 17 
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of a prolate spheroid (Capen, 1967): 
2 V = 4/3 TT ab a - major axis (mm) 
b - minor axis (mm) 
Direct measurements of swimbladder volume of fresh specimens were also 
made by injecting water from a calibrated syrin.ge into the sWimb1adder 
until the last bubble of gas escaped from around the tip of the syringe • 
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OBSERVATIONS ~ RESULTS 
On 28 and 29 January 1968, a twenty-foul:' hour oQservation of the 
(mm) 
DSL was made at the equator on the 1000W meridian. TE VEGA drifted with 
all engines secured throughout the .0bservatiQn. Figure 4 illustrates 
the typical migration pattern with the corresponding sunlight intensities 
plotted for comparison. The DSLappear to reach theil:' maximum day depths 
between 0930 and 1000 hours. At that time the sunlight intensity (56 call 
cm
2!hr.) is about 66% of the maximum daytime intensity. The DSL start 
their upward migration at about 1500 hours when the intensity is again 
about'S5 ca1!cm2!hr. The time rate of change of intensity is about 15-

















































---------~------------SURFACE SCATTERING-_--------__________ _ 
FIGURE 4. Diurnal Cycle of Equatorial 
Scattering Zone DSL and Corresponding 











to be t~o major migrating DSL which have a maximt;1m mean day depth of 
260 ni and 390 m. Another scattering layer appears at about 500 m but 
its evening migration takes it to about 410; m ;for' the mean night resi-
dence depth. Diffuse DSL are also found at 310~ ~O and 190 m during 
the night while their day positions are not clear. 
GEOGRAPHICAL DSL ZONATION 
Figure 5 swnmarizes' the 30 Kc, mean scatt~ring layer depths on a 
2200-mile latitudinal transect. Three distinct intervals seem apparent. 
The first interval of latitude is from 4°$ to 7°K, hereafter refer-
red to as the Uequatorial scattering zone., u I;n tbe equatorial scat-
tering zone the day mean layer depths are about 250" 390 and 500 m. 
Sunlight maximum intensities ranged from 84 to 90 eal/cm2/hr. in this 
zone. 
The second interval of latitude is from about 8°N,to about 24°N, 
hereafter referred to·as the "tropical scattering zone." Sunlight daily 
maximum intensities ranged from about 70 to 83 cal/cm2/hr. for this zone. 
The tropical scattering zone usually has a deep scattering layer with a 
mean day depth between 100-200 m, but it is most clearly identified by a 
secon$ layer with a mean depth of about 300 m. DSL at about 400 and 500 
m are also common in the tropical scattering zone. 
Data from Cruise 16 of TE VEGA reveals that most of the Gulf of 
California is probably also a part of the 30 Kctropical scattering zone 
for at least the months of September through November. ' During that period 
the maximum daily light intensities varied from 72 to 84 cal/cm2/hr. in 
the Gulf. A comparison of cruises 16 and 17 data on Figure 5 reveals the 
similarities of the mean layer depths in the Gulf of California and the 
more southerly tropical scattering zone of the open ocean. 
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The third interval of latitude rep-:resent,s 1:tbeasta fr1lll11.24~:W :1:0 :l3:'OW 
which might be definedasa tltransition:sc.at~l:':",g ;-ZOtle.'!" F~ .:ob;&l!rva-
tioris were made in this zone Auring thi$ ,inves;bi:p:tl..'9u. 1>:S1. 1WE!:re,mnst 
connnonly found with .meandepths of .350~4.o.o.m. "lJ;glU: j;n;te.tlSiifles varied 
from 54 to 70. callcm2/hr. 
GULF OF CALIFORNIA DAY SCATT£RINGGB'SERVA'HONS 
Midday (0.90.0.-150.0.) mean ,s.catt:ei:rlng 1~erd.ep_ti'b8 :tn leile -iGul'fof 
California were usually found ,at average ,de:pcf:hs .£if >17'5, '];00 ,and4J)Ome'te.r:s. 
Tbelayer at 4o.Om was notpre.sentasoften ,as :1ihe £:1rst:tw.o :layers. A 
50.0. m layer was also observed at three -slt:ata(li)ns~:Fi:gt¢r.e to 1.11ustrates 
the relationship of these threelay.ers ¢:o;~;(:1l::0p:apbJ;;eal ;daitaalong .a 
transect of the Gulf sswel1 as ;to ;ma,l1-o;r1>:ath}1'me;tr:t,e '£eau'xes. 
It is evident that the midday layer ,depths 'are homo;geneous for mo.s,t 
of the entire Gulf althou,ghhyi:!.rographi·c parameite;r:scha1.1ge..Th.e4·Oo. meter 
layer is an exception in that it does not ~ppe,artocccur i.m. the :800m 
water of the northern basin 'o.r trench. Midday ll:q,e~ aep.'bhsdo not cor-
relate significantly with the .depthof;thewat-er (~er:a-r~ge ·0£60.0-
240.0. m water depth) • In nine of ten obse:rvati:ons ,;th'efirs-1:mean layer 
depth (175 m) is found between the 13° and14°i.s.Olt;lhie.!J,7lll.. l·:sptherms and 
oxygen isop1eths indicate the presenc:eo.f inteX4Ul -waves s'O\1!th ,of the 
northern sill (Figure 6). 
Maximum sunligh.t in:tensitie.s and l,ength ,af sunlieht &r-e plotted with 
time in Figure 7. Themaximumsunli.ghtintensity ;(callc:a?·lhr.)i:sobtain~ 
ed from the pyrheliometer's daily graphical ;'Olaitptlt ,~1fber ,eo:rt:lecti,ng fo·r 
any obvious servo-mechanism errors. The l-engdlo:fsunli:ght index is the 
distance between the intersections ofthemorm.ng :andevenin.gzero light 







Figure 6. A comparison of midday scattering layers and bydrollrQphic data 
in the Gulf of California 
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of sunlight. The one cloudy day (October 13, 1967) is plainly contrasted 
with 50 days of rel~t:i.vely clear skies. Seasonal decUnes of sunUght 
are also obvious. Latitude variations due to ship position changes are 
also a factor in this figure. Layer migration rates at dusk varied from 
about 2 to 7 m/min. Major migrations usually appeared to be between sun~ 
rise and 0900 hours, and 1500 hours and sunset. 
In twelve of fifteen observations the scattering layers do not ap-
pear associated with oxyc1ines. Two typical hydrostation profiles are 
illustrated in Figures 8a and 8b. 
GULF OF CALIFORNIA DAY TRAWL RESULTS 
Table 1 summarizes biomass evaluation for selected trawls which were 
either totally in the layer (lA), or out of it (lB). As can be seen, 
the biomass is much higher for trawls in the DSL than for trawls out of 
the layers. Table 1 also indicates that the day layers are more pro-
ductive as the depth increases. According to this data the potential 
scatterers appear to be squid and larval fishes in the first layer. 
Squid, euphausiids, large crustaceans and myctophid fish were dominant 
in the second layer. Squid, euphausiids, and myctophids were also domin-
ant in the third layer. 
Figures 9 through 17 illustrate the day and night vertical distri-
bution of the potential scatterers as based on information obtained in 70 
trawls. Figure 9 combined with data of Table 1e indicates that squid are 
found in large numbers throughout the water column and are probably not 
the major scatterers. 
Figures 10 through 17 suggest that equally probable potential scat-
terers for the first layer (175 m) are the myctophids Dioaenichthys 
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Figure 8b. STATION 75 
Figure 8 Typical Hydrostation Profiles and DSL Locations 





P&M. AToMS HOl/L 
ML/L OJ! 
TABLE 1 
BIO-NASS SUMMARY OF DAY TUCKER TRAWLS 
A. SELECTED TRAli1LS WHICH TRAWLED EXCLUSIVELY IN THE DSL 
SMALL TOTAL 
NUMBER OF INVERTEBRATE NUMBER 
LARGE DISPLACEMENT OF TRAWL DEPTH LAYER 
STATION INVERTEBRATES VOLUME {mIl FISH {M} NUMBER TIME 
35 28 25 146 355 3 1102/1202 
121 18 50 12 175 1 0945/1045 
135 21 22 72 290-345 2 1035/1135 
145 33 40 1626 390 3 1250/1350 
161 20 40 185 250-300 2 0950/1050 
163 :2 15 82 130-145 1 1405/1505 
AVERAGE 20 34 354 
B. SELECTED TRAWLSv.JHICH TRAWLED EXCLUSIVELY OUT Q,F THE DSL 
SMALL TOTAL 
NUMBER OF INVERTEBRATE NUMBER 
I'.) LARGE DISPLACEMENT N OF TRAWL DEPTH I'.) 
STATION INVERTEBRATES VOLUME. {rill ) FISH {M) TIME 
64 4 5 33 425-445 1500/1600 
112 21 25 27 .850 1335/1435 
122 9 50 124 . 235 1200/1300 
123 3 25 22 540-650 1420/1520 
136 138 0 154· 320-360 1237/1337 
144 2 25 136 5.25-560 1029/112S 
184 64 7 47 360-390 1520/1620 
191 1 2 8 170-175 0604/0704 
192 2 -0 5 770-830 0845/1045 
193 20 1 0 275 1235/1335 
AVERAGE 26.4 14.0 55& 
C. SUMMARY OF DATA BY LAYERS (FROM "A") 
AVERAGE AVERAGE SMALL AVERAGE 
NUMBER OF INVERTEBRATE NUMBER 
LAYER LARGE DISPLACEMENT OF NUMBER INVERTEBRATES ~IIIlME !ml} FISH DOMINATE INVERTEBRATES DOMINATE PI§!:! 
1 10 32 47 Squid Larval Fish 
2 ~" .... :w 31 128 Squid/Eupha usiid;iJ.;J .D:ca..,,· TriEhoturus mexi-
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FIGUnE 9. Diurnal Vertical Distribution ~ Sub-dominant 
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FIGURE 10. Diurnal Vertical Distribution of I:/iogenichthys 
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FIGURE 11. Diurnal Vertical Distribution 
of Cyclothone acclinidens by 
Percentage of Dominance 
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FIGURE 12. Diurnal Vertical Distribution of Vinceguerria 
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~IGURE 13. Diurnal Vertical Distribution 
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FIGURE 14. Diurnal Vertical Distribution of Other Adult 






























FIGURE a, Diurnal Vertical Distribution of Triphoturus 
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FIGURE 17. Diurnal Vertical Distribution of Euphausiids 
by Percentage of Dominance 
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lucetia, and a variety of other fishes, including larval forms. How-
ever, the absolu~e nmnbers of these specimens at the depth of the first 
layer are so small that no conclusions can be made for the first layer. 
However, small nuinbersQf,organiSniS could possibly cause scattering 
. '-. , (Tucker, 19?1),~ The: figures further suggest the most probable scatterers 
in thes~~bhd'iayer (300m) are Triphoturus mexicanus and large (over 
three cm in length) decapod prawns. Other possiblescatterers include 
Vinceguerria lucetia, Diogenichthys laternatus, larval fishes, and 
euphausiids. The third layer (400 m) probable scatterers would be 
Triphoturus mexicanUS,andeuphausiids. Other possibles include large 
decapods, the gonostomid Cyclothone acclinidens, and Diogenichthys 
laternatus. 
Physonectid siphonophores were found at midday near the surface at 
station 130 in the central part of the Gulf. They appeared to be present 
in large n,umbers. The pneumataphores contained an air bubble approxi-
mately 1. 2 nnn by 0.35 nnn. They were also caught in three Tuckel;' trawls, 
all at 60 m depths. 
GULF OF CALIFORNIA NIGHT SCATTERING OBSERVATIONS AND TRAWL RESULTS 
The av~ragebiomass of Tables 2A and 2B illustrate the mass migration 
of many organisms through the thermocline to the upper 100 meters at 
night. Stations 94/95, 124/126/127, and 138/139 emphasize the striking 
migration of fishes. They also generally support the evening rise of 
smaller (less than three cm in length) invertebrates to the upper hun-
dred meters of the Gulf. The larger invertebrates seem to have the 1eas~ 
migration into the upper 100 m at night. 
Moonlight intensity was not such that it could, be reliably recorded 
on the pyrheliometer. It may be a factor in nighttime scattering layer 
depths (Moore, 1958). 
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In nine of ten observations the depth of maximum Chlorophyll ~ 
was at about 40 m and the most intense scatterers migrated to within 
10 m of it. This relationship is illustrated in Table 3. The acid 
factors at the maximum Chlorophyll~ depth indicate that chlorophyll 
from living cells is present. These factors suggest that conditions 
similar to inshore high phytoplankton crops occur at about 40 m in 
most of the locations sampled (Lorenzen, 1965). The scatterers also 
seem to be 10-20 m below the depth of,maximum oxygen concentration. 
Figures 9-17 illustrate the night depths of the dominant organisms. 
Figure 15 shows that Triphoturus mexicanus is found at both the surface 
layers and in the 300 m layer at night. 
EASTERN PACIFIC EQUATORIAL SCATTERING OBSERVATIONS AND TRAWL RESULTS 
Reference isotherms andmaxim~ sunlight intensities are provided 
in Figure 18. The first layer of the equatorial scattering zone was 
usually found between 12° and 13° C when at midday depth. The second 
layer was usually slightly deeper than the 10° C isotherm. 
Figures 19a through 19d compare the 30 Kc DSL while at day depth, 
with the oxygen profiles at variousstati~ns along the latitudinal tran-
I 
sect of Cruise 17. The transect cuts through the major portion of the 
eastern Pacific oxygen-minimum zone. Scattering layers do not seem as-
sociated with a steep oxycline when a 30 Kc sound source is used. 
Approximately 50% of the Cruise 17 trawls were made during the day 
and of this about half were made in the DSL. Tables 4A and 4B compare 
trawls which were in scattering layers with trawls out of the layers. 
The dominant invertebrate in the main layer (390 m) of the equatorial 
scattering zone is the euphausiid while the dominant fishes are the 
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A comparison of day DSL depths, isotherms 
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Figurel9d. oxygen profile 






BIO-MASS SUMM.ARY OF DAY TUC¥.P.R TRA'IiiLS 
A. SELECTED TRALLS WHICH TRAWLED EXCLUSIVELY IN THE DSL 
SMALL 
NUMBER OF INVERTEBRATE TOTAL 
TE~ LARGE DISPLACEMENT NUMBER TRAWL DEPTH LAYER "SCATTERING 
STATION INVERTEBRATES VOLUME (ml) OF FISH ~ ~M) NUMBER LAYER" ZONE 
17 3 8 122 1400/1500 385-481 3 Tropical 
31 0 43 2 1303/1403 200-270 1 Equatorial 
32 12 62 219 1520/1620 355-410 2 Equatorial 
42 0 743 51 1358/1458 390-400 2 Equatorial 
47 65 166 36 1000/1100 250-400 2 Equatorial 
49 23 43 200* 1505/1605 450-500 3 Equatorial 
57 73 412 117 0935/1035 350-378 2 Eauatorial 
60** 7 43 15 1625/1655 140-160 1 Equatorial 
66 19 430 99 1435/1535 300-350 2 Equatorial. 
AVERAGE ""22 ill 96 
B. SELECTED TRAWLS WHICH TRAWLED EXCLUSIVELY OUT. OF THE DSL 
8 8 45 33 1244/1344 235-277 Tropical 
10 0 8 5 1155/1255 185-225 Tropical 
15 3 43 9 0931/1031 200-246 Tropical 
16 1 12 0 1139/1239 60-90 .rropica1 
40 6 64 1 0937/1037 210-230 Equatorial 
41 27 3 1122/1222 215-227 Equatorial 
48 18 39 9 1230/1330 185-335 Equatorial 
58 13 26 6 1135/1235 160-210 Equatorial 
69 11 210 24 0900/1000. 290-33.0 Equatorial 
70 21 167 
-
1040/1140 250 ... 265 Equato~ia1 
- '"64 --.. AVERAGE 
-2. 10 
C. SUMMARY OF DATA BY "LAYERS (FROM "A") FOR EQUATORIAL SCATTERING ZONE .. 






LAYER NUMBER. INVERTEBRATE NUMBER 
DEPTH OF LARGE DISPLACEMENT OF 
1!1.L. INVERTEBRATES VOLUME {ml) FISH 





















(Argyropelecus pacificus and Argyropelecus lynchnus). All the trawls 
in Table 4B are shallower than 335 m and the averages of Table 4A are 
greater probably not only because of the presence of DSL but because 
Table 4A ,includes data fr~ a deeper depth range. 
- . ~ . . . :"',- ::; ': . " ,~~. :-: .' ~. . 
Anumericai model or measure of the association between various 
organisms and scattering at different depths is desirable. It would ap-
pear that a depth class interval of 50 m would be a reasonable interval 
for such a numerical measure. Since many suspected organisms are found 
over large depth ranges, a ranking by dominance and a comparison of trawls 
in and out of layers for each depth class interval could provide an index 
of association o.f organiSm "XU with scattering, P(X ). The organism 
s 
could be placed into one of four occurrence categories for each trawl: 
absent, subdominant (implies ,also present), dominant (implies also present), 
and present (~mplies also not dominant nor subdominant). These cate-
gories of occurrence could be ranked by the following weights: present 
(+1); sub dominant (+2);'dominant (+3); and, absent (-1). The following 
mathematical ~tatements define the index of association with scattering 
of organism X,,: P~Xs),: 
PCX I Ys)= P()(pIYs) + 2 P()(st> I Ys)+3 P(}(cIYs) -lP(XRIYs) 
p (X I '(NsF· ·P(Xpl YNS) + 2 P(Xso/ YNS) + .3 P( Xol Y N~ - i P(XfdYtis) 
p (Xs) ,~P(XlYs) - P (X 'YNS) 
~ ~-.Organism,'X occurs in Trawl 
Ys--DepthInterval ~ contain Scattering Layer 
Y~$--Depth Interval DOES NOT contain Scattering Layer 
'i --%(Either all Scattering or all Nonscattering) Trawls in 
P which X "PRESENT" 
XS6 -% -(Either all Scattering or all Nonscattering) Trawls in 
which X "SUBDOMINANT" 
X~--% (Either all Scattering or all Nonscattering) Trawls in 
which X "DOMINANT" 
XI\--% (Either all Scattering or all Nonscattering) Trawls in 
which X "ABSENT" 
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The results of this approach are plotted in Figure 20 for the 
equatorial scattering zone. A negative value of P(X
s
) me~ns that the 
organism was generally found out of the layers and not in the ,layers. 
Perhaps some value of P(X ) is the threshold for nonresonant scattering. 
s 
The model might be refined by an analysis of the volumes of organisms 
obtained. Euphausiid$ and tunicates were the only two invertebrates 
that were collected in large quantities and perhaps values of P(X ) 
. s 
around +300 are meaningful in causing scattering. In atlyevent, the 
index indicates that tunicates(mainly Iasis zonaria) are associated with 
layer 1 and that euphausiids are associated with layer 2. 
The micronekton results of 27 trawls in the equatorial scatteril1g 
zone are found in Figures 21-27. Triphoturus mexicanus does not appear 
above 350 m in the daytime but at night is quite dominant in the upper 
250 m. Diogenichthys laternatus was present at depths below 300 m in 
day and is possibly an "early riser" to the surface in the evening as a 
few specimens were found at about 150m at about l700.'l'his would be 
ahead of the first layer's migration. lY. laternatus was found o,nly in 
the 50-150 m depth interval at night. 
Vinceguerria lucetia was present during the day throughout most of 
the scattering depths but most dominant in the 300-400 m interval. At 
night it was only found in the upper 100 m. Cyclothone spp. were not as 
dominant as Vinceguerria and were mainly found below 250 m in the daytime. 
Cyclothone spp. were found to be dominant both in the upper 50 m and at 
deeper depths of 300 and 500 m at night. 
The hatchet tishes, Argyropelecus spp. w~re found dominantly from 
250 - 400 'm in the day and from 100 - 200 m and 300 - 350 m at nigh t. 
Two prawns of the tribe Peneides were found in large numbers. 
41 
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FIGURE 21. Diurnal Vertica1Distribution of Triphoturus 
~~~~ by Percentage of Dominance 
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FIGURE 22. Diurnal Vertical Distribut~Qn of Diogenichthys 







































FIGURE 23. Diurnal Vertical Distribution of Vinceguerria 
1ucetia by Percentage of Dominance 
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FIGURE 24. Diurnal Vertical Distribution of C:2:c1othone sp. 
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FIGURE 25. Diurnal Vertical Distribution of Argyropelecus 
spp. by Percentage of Dominance 
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" FIGURE 26. Diurnal Vertical Distribution of Gennadas sp. 
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FIGURE 27. Diyrnal Vertical Distribution of Sergestessp. 








Gennadas sp. was found as the dominant large invertebrate between 500 -
550 m in the daytime and sometimes present between 250 - 300 m. At 
night it was particularly dominant between 100 - 350 m. Sergestes sp. 
was more dominant than Gennadas ap. between 250 and 500 m in the day-
time. At night Sergestes$p. was usually the subdominant large inverte-
brate in the upper 350m. 
A comparison of these trawl results for large fish and invertebrates 
suggests th,at hardiy. any mic,t"onekton fish or invertebrates are associ-
ated with :equ&torial layer 1. Layer 2 appears to have a combination of 
. ' 
micronekton associated with it. These include Vinceguerria 1ucetia, 
Argyrope1ecus spp., and Sergestes ap. The third layer suggests mainly 
Cyc1othone'spp., Triphoturus mexicanus, Gennadas sp. and Sergestes sp. 
Diogenichthys 1aternatus is also a possible scatterer in the second and 
third layers since it also is present at these depths. 
FREQUENCY EFFECTS ON SCATTERING LAYER OBSERVATIONS 
Table 5 is a summary of thirty-eight comparisons of DSL simultaneous 
observations using frequencies of 11 Kcand 30 Kc. The mean DSL depths 
for the two frequencies were rarely at the same depth and the 30 Kc mean 
depth was most always above the 11 Kc mean depth for the same layer. At 
the deeper depths (450 - 500 m) at least 50% of the time only the 30 Kc 
DSr.would be found. 
Figure 28 demonstrates the effects of frequency on resonance scattering. 
The standard lengths of eleven specimens of the myctophid Myctophum affine 
are plotted both against calculated volumes and directly measured volumes 
of their swimbladders. This species has a gas-filled swimbladder and 
volumes measured directly were much smaller than calculated volumes. 



























A COMPARISON OF 30 Kc AND 11 Kc MEAN DSL DEPTHS 
i 
30 Kc DSL i 11 Kc DSL Both Freq. Only Only Number 
Above 11 . Above 30 DSL 30 Kc 11 Kc of 
Kc DSL i Kc DSL Same Depth DSL DSL OBS. 
(% OBS) (% OBS) (% OBS) (% OBS) (% OBS) 
61.5 0 0 30.5 8.0 13 
14.3 14.3 0 42.8 28.6 7 
40.0 0 20.0 30.0 10.0 10 
25.0 12.5 12.5' 50.0 0 8 
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nun in standard length wpu1d resonate above a depth of 500 m if a 
fathometer frequency of 30 Kc is used. At 12 Kc, specimens of this 
species with standard lengths up to about 40 nun would resonate above 
500 m. 
Tab le 6 is a summary of the actual number of the major midwater 
fishes caught in the Tucker Trawl for Cruises 16 and 17. 
DISCUSSION 
North Atlantic DSL midday depths usually average 240 mand 500 m 
(Hersey and Backus, 1962). Pacific DSL average depths off California 
are between 280 and 510 m (Dietz, 1962). Hersey and Backus (1962) 
reportDSL depths of 260 m and 420 m for off northern Chile-, Thus, 
DSL depths are somewhat different for various parts of the world 
ocean. This study uses over 100 echogram observations and over 100 
trawls to describe basically one water mass, the Pacific Equatorial 
water. 
A comparison of this study with the DSL of other equatorial regions 
provides interesting results. TE VEGA had previously investigated' the 
DSL in the equatorial Indian Ocean (Abbott, et.al., unpublished TE VEGA 
Cruise 5 manuscript) • The 24 hour DSL cycle observed in the Indian Ocean 
by Abbott and the Pacific diurnal cycle of this study are strikingly 
similar. A main layer at about 400'm·and an intermediate layer at about 
250 m are found in both studies. Tunicates (Iasis zonaria and ~yrosoma 
sp.) and euphausiids were closely associated with 30 Kc scattering layers 
in both studies. "Associationil in this study does not necessarily mean 
a cause and effect relationship. For example pelagic tunicates do not 
theoretically have good acoustic scattering qualities. 
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TABLE 6 
SUMMARY OF MAJOR MIDWATER FISH 
Triphoturus mexicanus 
Diogenichthys 1aternatus 





*Based on 7~ trawls 

































Dietz (1948) found the DSL of the tropica:!; Pacific to be deeper 
than off San Diego when an 18 Kc sound pulse was used. However, a 
detailed reconnaissance of the DSL in the eastern tropical Pacific has 
not been made prior to the present study. 
The particular division of latitudinal scattering zones for 30 Kc 
in this report could be explained by a number of factors, including 
oceanographic conditions, light conditions", and p,atchi.ness. 
The oceanographic conditions are somewhat cfifferent in the tropi-
cal scattering zone. The oxygen minimum zone, t.he thennal equator up-
welling at about WON and the Northern Paciftc Equatorial Current are 
the dominant factors in this zone. The equatorial scattering zone is 
dominated by the Equatorial Counter Current, the Cromwell Curlient and 
equatorial upwelling. Wyrtki (1967) also distinguishes. between equator-
ial surface water and tropical surface water. 
Light conditions were a possible source of the latitudinal varia-
tions. Incident sunlight intensities are not usually thought to vary 
the depth of the scattering layer by more than about 50 m (Moore, 1958). 
If this is the explanation it would seem that, given similar turbidity, 
the tropical scattering zone mean depth values could shift seasonally. 
However, previous TE VEGA data obtained in a different season seemed 
to indicate that the mean layer depth pattern was very constant (Levenson, 
unpublished TE VEGA Cruise 15 manuscript). It is doubtful that the equa-
torial scattering zone depths would shift much due to light, since season-
2 
allight changes appear to be less than 6 cal/cm /hr. (Moore, 1958). 
The possibility of patchiness in observations in" the oceans almost 
always exists. Three observations in the 30 Kc equato1:"ial scattedng 
zone at 300 m fit the pattern of the tropical zone. It must be recognized 
that these patterns might be fortuitous to this set of observations since 
55 
vast areas of ocean are being considered. 
The overall patterns still seem more likely to be more permanent 
than in the northern Pacific DSL where seasonal variations have been 
definitely observed at 17 - 18 Kc (Barham, 1957). 
Much of this investig~tion was carried out in the Gulf of California. 
; j "., .• 
The Gulf is an extremely interesting model for DSL studies due to the 
bottom topography which provides a distinct boundary between Pacific Equa-
torial water and Gulf water. In the Gulf of California, Pacific Equa-
torial water is generally beneath the thermocline and south of the north-
ern sill. Gulf water is found above the thermocline in the south and at 
all depths north of the sill (Roden and Groves, 1959). This condition is 
broken at the depths of most scattering layers by sizeable internal waves. 
Monk (1941) demonstrated that a dominant internal wave with a period of 
seven days and an amplitude of approximately 200 m is present in the 
Gulf. This weekly internal wave effect must be considered when analyzing 
parameters such a.s the distributions of temperature, nutrients, salinity 
and currents. The ll17an depths of the layers appeared to be independent 
,".1 I .. 
.. 
of internal waves. Consistent layers at 175, 300 and 400 meters were 
observed during the two month sampling period. 
The apparent lack of deeper DSL (400 - 600 m) in the Ballenas Trench 
and the Delfin Basin in the northern part of the Gulf provides an interest-
ing situation. The conditions are such that the water is relatively warm 
(above lOOC), well oxyge.nated (above 1. 0 ml/02) and of relatively higher 
salinity (above 34.8~CO> • The small number of observations for the north-
ern Gulf can not be used to make any definite conclusions. However, the 
data indicates that deep layers may be related to these oceanographic 
parameters. The data of trawls in the northern Gulf again is sparse 
56 
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although there are indications of a diffe'rent fUll'8~ development: and in-. 
particular a scarci ty of some of the most suspec:;.te'Clt scatterers such as; 
Triphoturus mexicanus, Vinceguerria lucetia,,, Di.og~ichthys. htternatuS,. 
and Cyclothone acclinidens. 
This study suggests that scattering layers, do! not' appear to be re.~ 
lated to oxyclines or oxygen concentration. Bary' (19:66) suggested: that 
day layer depths in Saanich Inlet might be det:eDf.iried: by 8ft oxycli.ne. 
In the Gulf of California the oxycline is sbove: asim:iilar oxygen minimUDl. 
Due to the similarities of the two areas, tit.s stud.Y would suggest that 
the scattering layers of Saanich Inlet are i.n the o'lyc:line by.: eoin~idence 
or that they could possibly be there by ne:ees;sity due t'a the shallow 
depths of the inlet. Oxygen gradients also· seemed t'c,: nallfe li.t.tle pre-
dictive association with DSLin the open ocean. por~ion of this. study. 
Temperature gradients or certain abso;lute values o.f tempera.ture 
may have acted as a brake in the downward migra.t.iO:ft of t.be DSL because 
usually the layers were at m~imum depth sev~ral ~ours; before the· maxi-
mum sunlight intensity would occur. However, t'herat'e: of ;bu:reaae of 
sunlight intensity varies slightly about the time t:he· layers reach maxi-
mum day depth. Thus rate change of light. m:iLght. not only start the migra-
tion but also brake it. Moore (1958) mentions the pQSs'ibilfey of the 
"thermal brake" but Hersey and Backus, (1962) assert thtat there is no 
correlation between midday depth and temperature. The mi,dday DSL 
"association" with isotherms such as at 14°, 13°, snd 10,0' in this study 
indicates that isotherms have' predictive value a1i1d may o'r may not have 
a cause - effect relationship. 
Light has been briefly discussed but its effects on vertical migra-
tion are complex. In this study not all organisms of the same species 
(e.g., ,Triphorurus mexicanus) migrate to the surface layers at night. 
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Thus not all migrating organisms are light followers. This is contrary 
to ~ .. previous~t~dy ~fmyci:ophid' distribution off Southern California 
(Paxton, i967)~ n' 
- Org~isms'might--.rit~rate to feed in an environment where it would be 
easier to find food (Marshall, 1954). In this study scattering layers 
we~e observed' t:~ ~igr~te to the maximum Chlorophyll a or phytoplankton 
le~el'at a depth of about 40 m.This may be another explanation for 
Pax-ton I s (1967) night critical depth of 50 m. Longhurst (1967) found 
that the greatest-z~op1ankt~~ biomass that migrated to the surface was 
at the depth of :m~ximwti Chlorophyll ~. Other factors such as the depth 
~ 'I >-
of tltemixed layer and higher temperatures could also limit this upward 
\ 
migriition (Hersey and Backus, 1962; Paxton, 1967), 
;, 
The feeding habits and behavioral patterns of many suspected scat-
tering'organisms still appear t~ be unresolved. Miles (unpublished TE 
VEGA C~uise 15 ~anus>cript) showed by stomach investigations that Tripho-
turus mexicanu"s was ~ nocturnal feeder and that the main item in the diet 
• - .:. ~. ". , .. ". l;" , 
of the' iargerof t:'hespecimens was euphausiids. However Paxton (1967) 
sugg~~~t~d"tnat myct~phid -fishe~were continuous feeders throughout the 
d~y and night. 'The present study shows that euphausiids and some !~ 
mexicanus mdve td" the~u;iiice layers, that b~th are highly probable scat-
terers, and t:hat sOme' se'atta'ring layers move to the maximum phyto-
plankton reve1.'Thus 'it is probable that some scattering or~anisms mi-
. . '. . 
grate iIl'order to feed. t.ight probably triggers and controls this,mi-
-"/:" .'. , .. 
gration (Clarke and Backus, 1965). 
Most studies do n~t cite trawl sampling efficiencies since ef-
ficiency studies are so complex. This study relies on a re1at~ve ef-
ficiency approach used in a previous Tucker trawl study of the DSL 
(Barham, 1957). There were several differences between the ,t:wo Tucker 
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trawl procedures. The present study used a towing speed of about 2 kts. 
compared with :B arh am , s average speed of 1. 22 kts. The present study also 
used a heavier rig since an opening and closing device and. larger depres-
sors were used. These differences should npt alter the selectivity of 
the trawl very much. Barham compared results of'the Tucker trawl with 
that of a meter net at the same depth. He fO\lnd tij;at the Tucker trawl 
was good for the micronekton while the meter net was better for the macro-
plankton. The present study has used only the Tucker trawl for quanti-
tative sampling and this selectivity must be considered :in the evaiuation 
of the data. 
Andreeva (1965) pOints out that the catcM,ng capacity of DSL trawl 
equipment must be determined and that numerical dec~,bel measurement of 
the intensity levels of scattering layers are urgently needed. 'tE VEGA 
equipment could be. altered to provide this information but this study has. 
not had the benef! ts of numerical variation of scattering ine.ens'.ities 
with depth. While it is not as helpful in acoustic work, an alternative 
approach is to analyze for mean laye.r depths and non-parametric rankings 
such as pre sence, dominance, absence., etc. This approach was used sucess-
fully although the statisticalreliabUity of the sampling methods can 
not be determined as readily. 
When evaluating the organisms which might cause the D8L, it is neces-
sary to investigate which animals are found in the layers. Next, these 
organisms are compared with the fauna which is found throughout the water 
column. In this way it is possible to eliminate organisms which have no 
phYSical scattering mechanism and which are found at all depths. Using 
this approach the most probable major scatterers for the second layer 
(300 m) in the Gulf of California are the myctophid Triphoturus mexicanus 
. . 
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and large decapod praWns, (mainly Sergestes sp.) • Triphoturus mex;icanus 
and:euphausiids are the suspected scatterers in the third layer (400 Ill). 
Other organisms such as the myctophid Diogenichthys 1aternatus.and th$ 
gonostomids Vinceguerrialucetia and Cyc10thone acclinidens seem to 
.. ', have a smaller effect. It was not possible to evaluate the first layer 
since so few specimens were obtained at that depth during TE VEGA Cruise 
16. 
Thesanle·meth0d'. used in. the equatorial scattering zone produc:ed in-
teresting comparative data. Again the first layer (250 m) did not pro-
'vi~e' en-0ugfu:0r.gan~sD,t:p:.~ war!rant;;a: C;01;).O 1u,J~on. Of. ,tp.e~ r ass()ciation with 
scat'te',r,ing~i ! ,pea.reY ilndi'Lal:1rs :(:L9:66'lr,pffJ>regon explain a similar prob-
fem WLth:'S;1 spaL:l:Q:w.;~lay~i-r ,pYc'~~it ;~yp~,9ance. ,Taylor (1968}.recenely used 
,.' . :>'a:much;1a:rger{me:t~i'C!t..i£t~B;ri'it1$h ~o:ll1,lllbia ·an<ifora •. ~imilar undefi.ned, 
, >---> 
;'('(.fuich· wouldip:asSJJt:h3raugh ,s Larg~r"net; IIl~'~h~: Ip. the Present study even 
macroplanktlOlt;. 'such'aa Etup~sii~s;IS~,;}:'uled:put;. cm th,e basiS of trawl 
"' :.:' .. " ... ' C:at'chdata:J.\8,'~;thdlIr~" fragil~'s,tJ;cb .assipnonQphores could agree with 
-",.; 
such'requilrements'JiiaanitcMciultlbreakupanc:lpass thrqugh the net. How-
ever, recent findings (Pickwell et al,(19~~}rreportthats~phonophores 
"probably,:do,jnot<m;i~ra:tg:[d!iUUl,8'lly J!,s;atQta,l; :P9pula1;ion as previously 
suggested;' -,'·Thlis ,i!t wouW:uappe,ar thatj';J:l~t ;avo~.dance or :some other ,.,ex-
;>i';"platiatfOtFm~y l)e:.lbftvQl:v~dti'n the c,letermirtat;ion Qfthe faunal cCJlIll?Qsition 
of 'the'first'D~ll;co£:H::he[,;ttQP;Lcal. all.d;equ~torialeastern Pacific:. This 
,', 'quesdon"wiH probably :r;ema:i:n unan.swere.c,l, unti1~tca..nbe clearly deter~ 
mined how many. organisms are act\1ally,req,*~red~~o .indicate a DSL. 
tiona1 information. It suggests pelagic tunicates are associated with 
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. '
the flrst layer. WhEe the data is lnsuffici,entforstatistica1 conH-
dence, it provldes a numedca1 approach to the ,llii.:tuation,.Of particular 
interest in this model is the close assoclationoft~lcatell and ,amphipods 
in the mesope1agic zone. Aposslb1e vedfieation of the model can be 
physically observed in the association of the .,nph'ipodPhronima which fe-
sides inside the dead skin of the tunicatelJ'.r;Q,OQ1.a. 
WhEe the Hrst layer ,may be quite undefi~ed,the second or main 
layer (390m) of the equatorial scatterlng zone seetllS to eontainthe 
micronekton Vinceguerda lucetia, ArgyJ;'opelecus 'p., and the large decapod 
prawns Sergestessp. The hatchet fish Argyropeleeus does not appear to 
make the entire migration to the surface at niight.lthas been suggested 
as one of the major causes of the non-migratory ·night DSL off California 
(Pickwell et a1, 1968). This may explain one or more oithe diffuse 
night, layers of Figure 4. 
In the third layer of the equatorial scattering zone Triphoturus 
mexlcanus again appears. It may be significant that this myctophid was 
f.ound at greater depths in the equatorialsrea than in the Gulf of Calif-
, ornia. !. mexicanus appears to be one of the mostilominant myctophidsof 
eastern PaciHc Equatorial water mass and thus this major change in depth 
distributlon is of lnterest. There may baa relation between !.mexlcanus 
and the deeper DSL pattern in the eastern Equatorial Pacific . Off Calif-
ornia,the swimb1adders of the adult !. mexicanusat'e fat invested, while 
,the juveniles have gas filled swimb1addel;s (Capen, 19~7). Thus the 
juveniles are theoretically good resonant scattere,l;S for the frequencies 
of this investigation . 
!. mexicanus and DiogenichthIs laternatus have been associated 
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specifically with the eastern Pacific Equatorial water mass (Paxton, 1967). 
The distribution of!. mexicanus has been also thought to vary seasonally 
in the northern part of this water mass (Paxton, 1967). It would seem 
that seasonal changes would be minimal in the region of this present 
study and that !. mexicanus is probably associated with scattering in 
the Pacific'Equatorial water mass. 
This study suggestsCyclothone spp., Gennadas sp. and Sersestes sp. 
as possible scatterers in the third layer of the equatorial scattering 
zone. Deep submersible observations have shown similar concentrations 
of physone~t siphonophores,Cyclothone spp., and sergestid prawns in the 
daytime DSL off southern California and Baja California (Pickwell et aI, 
1968). The sam~ previ~l.ls observations linked Cyclothone spp. with the 
night non-migratory scattering layers and the distributional data of 
this report agrees with this finding. 
Physonect siphonophoresare not men~ioned as probable DSL organisms 
due to the lack of specimens collected in water deeper than 60m. Kincaid 
(unpublished TE VEGA Cruise 15 manuscript) found siphonophores to-be dis-
tributed predominantly in the upper 100 m in the Gulf of California. 
Barham (1966) observed siphonophores at DSL depth just outSide of 
the Gulf of California. They are difficult to sample effectively due to 
break-up and loss through the Tucker trawl net. 
It would appear that the Tucker trawl does sample the water column 
fairly well since much of the distributional data of this study is general-
ly very similar to that described by some of the recent deep submersible 
aquanauts of the se~ (Barham, 1966; Pickwell et a1, 1968). 




frequencies for use in determining the depths of the DSL. Perhaps the 
reason that the 30 Kc mean DSL depth was usually above that of the 11 Kc 
observation was that there may be a gradient of smaller organisms to that 
of. larger organisms with depth in some of the scatte;r:lng layers • 
Some ,scattering occurs when the organism is about. equal to or less 
than the wave length of the sound pulse. This wave-length scattering 
would occur for specimens less than five em in length for 30 Kc. The 
effects of wave-length s(:attering are quite small when coxnpared with reso-
nance scattering. Figure 28111ustrates the'volume of a bubble required 
for resonance scattering at the TE VEGA frequencies. These frequencies 
seem to require very small mesopelagic fish with swimbladders or some 
small invertebrate macroplankter with some sort of gas bubble inside. 
The swimbladder analysis was based on selected specimens from the 
early evening equatOrial surface waters. Many specimens still had all 
th~ir scales present when dip netted. It would seem that the volumes of 
the swimbladders would be at their maximum inflation since they had just 
arrived from deeper waters.. The volume. of gas in the swimbladder en-
countered in this study was greater on a calculated and direct measure-
ment basis than most Pacific myctophids (Capen, 1967). Myctophum affine 
seemed to be similar to the Pacific hake in its possible resonant scat-
teringrange (Capen, 1967). Thus, Myctophum affine could also resonate at 
lower frequencies as we 11 as 30 or 11 Kc. 
1. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Scattering layers appearing at 30 Kc in the Pacific Equatorial 
water mass may possibly be divided into different latitudinal 
zones. These may consist of an equator~al scattering zone from 
4°S to about rN which consists of day.mean layer depths of about 
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.250, 390 and 50,0 m. The second possible latitudinal interval 
is the tropical scattering zone from about 8 oN to about 24°N 
with layer depths of about 150, 300, 400 and 500m. 
2. The Pacific equatorial scattering zone appears similar to the 
same.1atitudinalzone in· the Indian Ocean where the main layer 
depth 'has been reported to be at about 400 m with anintennedi-
ate layer at about 250 m. 
3. The 30 Kc scattering layers of the Gulf of California appear to 
be an integral ,northern extension of the open Pacific tropical 
scattering zone; However the 400 and 500 m DSL do not usually 
occur in the northern basin and trench of the Gulf of Calif-
orniS:. 
4. Mean layer ,depths 'above 300 m seem to be mainly related to maxi-
mum daily sunlight intensities and generally to water mass condi-
tions. The relationship to light intensity may include not only 
the dailymaxipu.tnl intensity value but also the time rate of 
change of light, in:tensity. Layer depths at 30 Kc did not ap~ 
'pearre 1ated 'to oxyc lines . 
. 5 ..Traw1 data suggests thattunicates, siphonophores ,euphausiids, 
amphipods and decapods are associated with scattering in the' 
. fir~t equatorial'scattering zone layer. However the numbers of 
these organisms are so small in the first layer that they may 
only have predictive 'value with little .cause and effect relation 
to scattering. Euphausiids, smali gonostomid fishes and hatchet 
fishes were associated with the main layer at about 400 m. 
Tunicates, amphipods, decapods, gonostomid fishes and myctophid 
fishes are associated with the deep 500 m layer. 
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6. In the Gulf of California the probable scattering organisms are 
undetennined for the first layer, myctophid fishes and large 
decapod prawns in the second layer, and myctophid fishes and 
euphausiids in the third layer. 
7. Some of the species most associated with scattering in the Pacific 
Equatorial water mass were: the myctophid fishes, Triphoturus 
mexicanus and Diogenichthys laternatus; tqe hatchet fishes, 
Argyropelecus lynchnus and Argyropelecus pacificus; the prawns, 
Ser&estes sp. and Gennadas sp; and the tunic ate , Ia~is zonaria. 
8. Based on indirect eVidence some deep scattering layers appear 
to migrate ,to the surface waters to feed. Some layers appeared 
to migrate to' the depth of maximum Chlorophyll~'or phytoplankton 
which was nonnal~y about 40 meters in the Gulf of California. 
, , 
However ,i t must be recognized tb.at b.igher temperatures at the 
top of the th:ennocline cou Id also explain this l:lmi t in the up-
ward night migration. 
9. For resonance scattering using 11 and 30 Kc frequencies, the 
volume of a resonating swimbladder would be ,02 to 28 rom3 for 
" depths between 100 and 500 m. Data for Myctophum affine indicates 
that typical standard lengths of equatorial zone myctophids for 
resonance might be between 0 and 40 rom. 
10. Comparison of frequency data suggests there may be a gradient of 
'the size of organisms in the DSL with the smaller organisms at 
the top of the layer .. 
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